The Wilderness collection is an artistic celebration, perfectly capturing the magical spirit of the Great British outdoors.
abundant HERITAGE

AH17016 Fawn
AH17019 Damson Bristle
AH170222 Bramble View

Wilderness Topaz Wallpaper

AH180005 Monty Wilderness Topaz

Wallpaper Jack Rabbit
Inspired by our heritage, the Wilderness collection perfectly captures the spirit of the great outdoors.

The harmonious colour palette reflects the British Seasons focusing on tonal changes in the panorama throughout the year. Digitally printed, featuring inky watercolour blends and generous washes of colour in multiple shades, perfectly highlighting Voyages signature artistic style.

Bold linear compositions reflect the dramatic landscape which surrounds us including the hidden secrets this breath-taking scenery has to offer.

This collection is certain to appeal to a spectrum of interiors particularly those with tranquil naturalistic styling.
The Wilderness Wallpaper collection is filled with unique beautiful hand-painted art.

Digitally printed on heavy-weight, non-woven paper, giving a wonderful matte finish.

Awash with vibrant hues and lavish detail, each brush stroke is perfectly captured exactly as it was painted by the artist.

Printed in-house on wide width non-woven paper allowing the stunning artwork to shine without compromising on scale, colour or design.
Fine Bone China Mugs: Top Row l-r: Chaffinch, Wilderness Topaz, Catch, Caldedonian Forest Plum, Meadow, Spring Flight, Thistles | Bottom Row l-r: Stag, Spring Flight, Hurtling Hares, Highland Coo, Dashing Pheasant, Wilderness Topaz, Caldedonian Forest Plum

Make time for tea
Blackberry Row Wallpaper | C180039 Jedburgh Meadow | C170185 Tavistock Orchard

Eva Pendant Shades 40 cm D  (l-r) Wilderness Fuchsia Flight Damson Bristle
Tranquil Spaces

C180039 Jedbugrh Meadow | Curtains Jack Rabbit | Cushions: Helmsley Marine with Helmsley Citrus Helmsley Moss, Helmsley Aqua, C180048 Bunnies | Lamp Inopia Teal with Helmsley Snow Eva Shade
Bed Throw: Newton Wisteria with Jedbugrh Mushroom back
WATERCOLOUR

Framed Art l-r: E170102 Russet Shores Stone | 170110 Chaffinch Stone | E170114 Bramble View Honey | E170104 Hide & Seek Birch E180018 Wilderness Birch | E170113 Oak View | Elemental art Glass l-r VG16004 Amphitrite Medium | VG16033 Gabriel Short Vase

Heather Moors

Wilderness Russet

Russet Shores

Fernbank Lemongrass embroidery

Caledonian Forest Topaz